Mad wiring

Many thanks from M. It takes more than a powerful alternator, and more than changing to
powerful replacement headlights, to get brighter headlights on these older cars and trucks. But
the headlights were only running at The voltage drop to the headlights in the above
measurements was typical, as the headlight system on many cars is under-wired. The
headlights on our older cars and trucks are not very bright. They weren't when these cars were
new. But when those cars were new, we didn't have anything better to compare our lights to. So
the dim headlights were accepted as normal. It's true that the halogen's do not look yellow at
low voltage, like the old sealed beams did. Thinking of popping in killer European H-4
headlights? Unless the " real problem " is fixed, those powerful replacements will only
compound the built-in deficiency. That's true because they will draw more current, resulting
with even greater voltage drop in the "under-wired" factory system. Furthermore, Our American
made cars and trucks have had automatic-reset circuit breakers built into the headlight switch
for many years. And the circuit breaker is not rated for the greater current draw of those
powerful H-4's. Many owners of Ford cars and trucks, built in the '60's and '70's, especially with
the four headlight systems, are familiar with the headlights flashing OFF and ON. Like erratic
Morse Code, after driving awhile on High Beams. The problem occurred because the circuit
breaker in the headlight switch was weak. Simply installing H-4's in most of our older cars and
trucks will result with the same effect known to old Fords. The circuit breakers in original
factory headlight switches cannot handle the extra current draw of the more powerful
headlights. Going from As we shall see in photosâ€”No wonder those old cars and trucks have
dim lights when factory equipped. The photo captions explain the voltage measurements
recorded by these photos. Most factory built cars and trucks will not perform better than Even
with "two headlight" systems, the High Beams are higher in wattage they draw more current ,
and so the system should be tested with High Beams ON. In photos and captions, here are the
before and after the test voltage measurements at key parts of the electrical system. Photo
taken indoors, evening, the hood was blocking overhead shop lightsâ€”so the powerful camera
flash "strobe" froze the alternator fan as if it was still. The Alternator system is working
perfectlyâ€”that's definitely not the problem. It is properly wired using M. The kit's new 8 gauge
wire is routed from the alternator directly to the horn relay buss-bar. The more switches we turn
ON, the lower the voltmeter shows. The dash-mounted voltmeter gives us the indication that the
alternator is not able to keep up with system demands. But, we went back to the alternator, and
to the battery, and to the horn relay buss-bar, the "key check-points" and rechecked voltage
levels. Which is perfect. Sometimes in attempt to learn, "Just who is telling the truth here? It
turns out that all three voltmeters gave us pretty close to the same story. We got out another
digital voltmeter, and connected two digital voltmeters to the stud terminals at the back of our
dash mounted voltmeter, and ran the engine at highway cruise RPM, no lights or accessories
ON. The digital meter on the left is actually the most accurate of these three. It was by far the
most expensive. A reputable company, which calibrates and certifies diagnostic equipment, has
checked it. And its readings are always consistent with other "high-end," expensive meters.
And, after this photo was taken, we did switch the lights ON, and the heater to medium, and
found that all three voltmeters dropped back down to less than 12 volts. But yet, under the hood
still showing 14 volts. Well now, what we have going on here is "voltage drop," in the factory
wiring, to the dash area. The wiring in the car was inspected, and found to be in perfect
conditionâ€” the problem is with design, not with defective parts or wiring! We even looked at
the factory wiring diagrams, and found that the "battery live" buss-bar behind the fuse box was
directly connected to the dash area "main feed wire. So, we could read voltage at the dash area
main feed wire, from the fuse box, and we did. We measured only We definitely have voltage
drop in the dash main power-up circuit. And the same wire powers-up the headlight switch! The
term "buss-bar" means a "common" connection, where wires all connected to the same circuit
can come and go. On our project car, the alternator output wire is routed directly to this
buss-bar. The dash area main power-up wire originates at this buss-bar. The battery charging
wire is connected at this buss-bar. And, the voltage regulator takes "sensing voltage" reading
here, and adjusts alternator output to maintain voltage level at this buss-bar Electrical Tech.
Work Shop Tips. About M. The alternator and the voltage regulator was the same as with other
GM cars, but wiring layout makes the Chevy system unique. Knowledge of this exclusive design
is very important when up-grading the Chevy electrical system. We need to get electrical power
from the alternator to the partsâ€”not just charge the battery. When running with factory wiring
design â€¦. At the time of this writing, the popular Chevy main power system is about 40 years
old. The original version was installed with the first alternators, in Chevy models. We often
expect better performance from these cars than when they were new. Routing and distribution
of alternator power output is handled by the wiring system. When installing more powerful
alternators, and also when adding accessories that will use power, current flow through the

wiring system is increased. And the wiring becomes more important than ever before. The
system diagramed above is typical of the original Chevy wire harness design used in ,, and
Those years had the long nose water pump and passenger side alternator mounting. Alternator
output is routed directly to the splice. The battery charging wire originates at the splice. And
vital to electrical system performance in this original system, the voltage regulator will read and
adjust voltage level at the splice. The splice is the center hub of this electrical system, and
maintaining proper voltage level at the splice is the key to good performance with this original
system. All power to operate the electrical system plus power to recharge the battery is routed
through this splice. This type of factory splice is very reliable, as it is crimped and soldered, and
then covered with tape. The splice in the wiring and the Horn Relay both serve as buss-bars in
this system. All voltage regulators take a voltage reading, and from the reading the regulator
will make the correct adjustments to alternator output. And sometimes delightful too, part of the
fun with Hot Rodding has always been sort rebel related. Leading authorities have often told us
not to accept more than 0. Also on the same engineering data sheet, DELCO REMY published
recommendation for minimum cable gauge sizes per feet of cable between the alternator and
the battery, and included various alternator output ratings in the chart. For alternator output
ratings between 50 and 65 amps, the chart begins with 8gauge for total cable length at 4 to
7feet. Sometimes these guidelines are intended as a cover all blanket, work in all situations, and
always get the job done installation method. Guidelines are intended to keep people out of
trouble. If cars would have been entirely built using all minimum engineering recommendations
for copper cable gauge sizes, then these cars would be hauling around a few hundred pounds
of very expensive copper cable. Since it was not practical to install so much heavy copper cable
on the millions of cars built, Chevy engineering provided a practical exception to the rule. At
least one thing about wiring for this Chevy alternator system is very unusual, excessive voltage
drop between the alternator and battery will occur with normal system functionâ€”and yet the
electrical system worked fine. The battery charged perfectly and electrical system performance
was not compromised in the least bit. It was a feat accomplished by the wiring system layout.
Not only that, but it was a forgiving system that was more gentle to batteries and alternators in
the event of recharging a battery while driving! Truly the Chevy wiring system was unique. The
design caused the voltage regulator to take voltage reading from the main power distribution
hub the splice. The heavy cable and minimum voltage drop recommendations from DELCO
would have worked, even without special attention to where the voltage regulator would take
voltage level reading. Mounting location of components caused long wire length at the
alternator output circuit, and also at the battery charging circuit. These two wires deserve the
most attention, in this system. Long lengths at these two wires give the Chevy system special
characteristics. The regulator took voltage reading from the splice, which distributed alternator
power. The regulator adjusted alternator output as required to maintain proper voltage level at
the splice. Therefore a little voltage drop in a long wire from the alternator did not reduce
system performance. The alternator did not mind producing power at This part of the system
layout did not happen by chance. The voltage sensing wire from the regulator was connected
where it would optimize system performance, which let the main hub distribute power at It was a
wiring design created with definite purpose in mind. Thanks to some clear thinkers at Chevy
engineering department we were spared some cost, and weight, and bulky cables at the front of
these cars! Of course the system would have worked equally well with 4gauge copper cable
connecting the alternator to the horn relay, and 4gauge connecting the alternator to the battery.
But manufacturing the system with so many feet of 4gauge cable would have contributed to
higher cost of these cars! And, the system with 4gauge cables would not have performed any
better than the Chevy system with only 10gauge wires. In honest retrospect view of the long
battery charging wire, the beneficial side effect caused by the long wire was probably not
intentional. More likely it resulted from location of the parts. The battery tray was on the
passenger side. The battery charging wire connected the battery at the right to the rest of the
system at the left. Current flow through the battery charging wire will only be a large amount
when the battery is discharged. Therefore, significant voltage drop only occurred when
recharging a low battery. This is when the beneficial side effect comes into play; the voltage
drop in the battery charging wire slowed the battery charge rate. Slow rate battery charging is
less abusive to the battery than a fast charge rate. Slowing the charge rate a little can also red
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uce the probability of alternator overheating damage when recharging a low battery while
driving. And slow charge rate reduces corrosion at the battery area of these good-looking Hot

Rods! The battery stops accepting much current as it becomes fully charged, and as current
flow tapers off then voltage drop is reduced. The electrical system draws power from the splice,
where voltage is controlled by the regulator. The condition of connections at the Horn Relay
screws is very important to system operation. The entire dash area will be operating with power
drawn from the screw connections, and they deserve occasional inspection. Connections at the
buss-bar screws must be clean and tight. Relays with a rusty or corroded buss-bar should be
replaced with new. Wire terminals may be polished with a small wire brush. When Up-grading
the alternator and using this original wiring system, proper voltage must be maintained at the
splice and Horn Relay area. Electrical Tech. Work Shop Tips. About M.

